Bickham Bulk
Sample Update
As we pass the halfway mark of the Bulk
Sample Excavation we thought it was
timely to let the community know what
has happened up to date on the project.
The project aims to extract a 25,000
tonne coal sample to be shipped to Japan
for a trial by the Japanese customers.
This means we've had consider how to
get the coal out, while paying close
attention to safeguards to keep the River
healthy and the other environmental
risks to a minimum.
We
have
employed
independent
contractors, Ecowise Environmental Pty
Ltd, to undertake the monitoring work
required and we see this as an important
safety factor for the company and the
community.
We hope this newsletter gives you a little
more understanding of the various
aspects of the project.
Production
During the production period we have
operated an excavator and three dump
trucks to move both the overburden and
the coal out of the excavation area.
They have been supported by a drill rig,
a grader, three bulldozers and water
carts. The coal is being processed by a
contractor with a mobile crushing unit, a
vibrating screen and a mobile conveyor.
To date we have produced and crushed a
large proportion of this shipment and
have begun the process of hauling it to
Rix’s Creek mine at Singleton where it
will be loaded onto rail.

The River
The issue of water is extremely important
to everyone involved in the project. We
all want the Pages River to be protected
and a number of things have been done
to ensure that this happens.
The river has been monitored for flow
and for quality and there has been no
impact on either so far.
The areas that were disturbed by the
bulk sample excavation or the over
burden dump are protected by a series of
erosion and sediment control structures
to trap and settle runoff water. In our
latest test, after 73mm of rain, none of
those control structures were more than
half full, showing they were effectively
fulfilling their role.
The other part of the water story which
was
eagerly
watched
was
the
groundwater. Since the project began
we have pumped approximately 8.5ML at
a rate of 0.1ML per day. The levels in
the two dewatering bores have drawn
down as was expected while the draw
down in the surrounding piezometers is
roughly in line with that predicted in the
Review of Environmental Factors.
Water quality in the bores has remained
consistent and it's important to note that
the bores have lower salinity than the
river itself. A full monitoring report was
presented to the Bickham Community
Consultative Committee at their last
meeting.

The Coal Stockpile
Dust
The Excavation Site

We also monitor dust levels at a number
of sites around the property and so far

they are lower than last year. This is a
result which we expected given the hot,
dry and dusty conditions during last
year's drought.

Overpressure and Vibration
The
vibration
and
overpressure
monitoring from the production shots
which have been fired have shown low
levels of impact. In fact, some of the
blasts have not been able to trigger the
monitors when set up at the nominated
monitoring points and extra monitors
have been needed closer to the blast
sites to accurately record the blast
information.

sampling currently being undertaken by
Ecowise.
Beginning this task, however, does not
mean that we are committed to
continuing with the project as we need a
favourable
reaction
and
ongoing
relationship with the customer to ensure
the viability of any mine development.
People
We've been very pleased with the people
who have joined our team and have
worked on the site over the last months.
They have shown good skills and
enthusiasm and we are sure that the
project has benefited from the fact that
they come from the local area.

Government Visits
Rivercare
We have had several visits from the
relevant Government agencies to ensure
that we are complying with the
Conditions of Consent or the Water
Licence. Members of the DPI (formerly
Dept of Mineral Resources) and members
of DIPNR have been on site in these
roles. In all these visits the project has
met the relevant criteria.
Community Consultative Committee

As part of the consent conditions we
have prepared a Rivercare plan and have
begun implementing it along the river
corridor. The first steps have been to refence those areas of the river where it
was not possible to keep stock away
from the water. Then followed some
planting of riparian zones and currently
we are trying to get a permit to clear
some willows and giant reed from the
riverbanks.

The Consultative Committee, chaired by
Warren Cook, has met twice and will
soon meet again. The Committee has
seen all the monitoring data in detail and
has looked at the water levels and quality
in the river and groundwater. Committee
members have also had a presentation
from a member of the DPI on the
government processes involved in the
granting of a Mining Lease, including the
role of the EIS.
The community representatives on the
Consultative Committee are the first
points of contact for the public who want
to raise issues with the company over
the Bulk Sample excavation. The
representatives are Neville Moxon, Nat
Doonan, Michael Satara and Lloyd
Rossington.
EIS
We announced earlier that we are
starting some of the background work
towards preparing an EIS for the project.
It has been sensible to undertake this
baseline work while there have been
people on site - for example, adding two
new water-sampling points to the river

Planting longstem tubestock
The Future
We hope we can continue to work closely
with the people of Murrurundi and see
this project to a successful conclusion.

Yours truly,
David Foster

